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Open letter to the European Commission and the relevant authorities of Member States of the European Union

“Use–it–or–lose–it”: an historic opportunity to achieve better copyright outcomes for creators – will it go to waste?

Contracts covering copyright and performers’ rights are typically very broad, often covering all economic rights, worldwide, for the entire term of copyright (which can be a century or more). These broad takings can be highly problematic: very often, the investor who holds those rights stops exploiting them long before the contract expires, leaving the creator unable to further profit from their work, and the public unable to gain access.

In 2019, the EU adopted the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market which for the first time regulates the contracts of creators. Important provisions establish the principle of appropriate and proportionate remuneration and transparency obligations. Article 22 mandates a right of revocation. Authors and performers should have the right to reclaim their rights where their works are not being exploited by publishers or record labels – a principle of ‘use–it–or–lose–it’.

This historic initiative creates the possibility of new income for creators, new exploitation opportunities for investors, and new access for the public. ‘Use–it–or–lose–it’ rights already exist in some EU member states (and other countries around the world). There are all kinds of variations, including entitlements to reclaim rights:

- Over books that have gone out of print;
- Over languages (in the case of books) that have had rights assigned but were never exploited;
- Where the rightsholder has gone bankrupt;
- Where a creator contributed to a work that was never completed;
- Where royalties haven’t been paid, or appropriate royalty statements have not been provided;
- When the work has not been accepted for publication.
These examples hint at the potential. However, our new analysis (mapping all reversion rights currently in existence in the EU) shows that these laws were modelled on analogue practices. They don’t fully take advantage of digital possibilities, and are often limited to certain kinds of works (such as books).

Termination under these laws is never automatic. Instead, these rights act as the starting point for renegotiating contracts, helping ensure that long–term contractual relationships continue. However, they also provide an important safety valve to release contracts that have outlasted their time.

EU Member states are now deep into the implementation process for the Copyright Directive, which must be completed by July 2021. However, few countries are expressly inviting consultation around Article 22, and some implementation proposals omit mention altogether. Even countries which already have use–it–or–lose–it rights in their national legislation do not deal explicitly with digital uses (except France in the limited case of books). It is a critical question how to treat works that are technically available online without being meaningfully exploited.

All countries could benefit by taking this opportunity to think critically how use–it–or–lose–it rights could help creators and investors, and help reclaim culture that would otherwise be lost. The new EU mandate offers a once–in–a–generation opportunity to create meaningful new rights for creators – something that is especially important as we look for ways to rebuild the creative industries post–COVID.

We ask Member States to include the revocation right explicitly in their consultations about implementing the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market. We ask the Commission to collect information and conduct a study about the effects of revocation.
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The Author’s Interest Project (authorsinterest.org) and CREATe (create.ac.uk) are collaborating with reCreating Europe (https://www.recreating.eu/) on a project, mapping reversion rights.
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